In Lau vs Nichols the Supreme court
acknowledges the civil rights of nonEnglish speaking Chinese students are
violated if they aren’t provided with
extra help in
________________ _________________

In Lau vs Nichols the Supreme court
acknowledges the civil rights of nonEnglish speaking Chinese students are
violated if they aren’t provided with
extra help in
learning English

Explain the “sink or swim” attitude
of the 1920’s to 1960’s.
Explain the “sink or swim” attitude
of the 1920’s to 1960’s.

This was a time when the schools did
not have programs and the
government wasn’t involved in
educating immigrant students with the
English language.

Court case: Plyler vs Doe

Court case: Plyler vs Doe

The state does not have the right to
deny a free and public education to
students who are

The state does not have the right to
deny a free and public education to
students who are
undocumented immigrants .

__________________ ____________________ .

What did the ELP’s, in 2007, required
districts to implement as an integral
part of each subject in the
required curriculum?

What did the ELP’s, in 2007, required
districts to implement as an integral
part of each subject in the
required curriculum?
ELPS
English Language Proficiency
Standards included
in all content areas

According to ESSA, For the first time,
all students have to be taught to high
academic standards that will
prepare them to succeed in
_____________ and ______________

According to ESSA, For the first time,
all students have to be taught to high
academic standards that will
prepare them to succeed in
college and careers

What are the 2 ESL models?

What are the 2 ESL models?

1. Pull out Program
2. Content Based Program

Which bilingual model is
most effective?

Which bilingual model is
most effective?
Dual immersion /Two-Way

When does a district become bilingual?
When does a district become bilingual?

20 students in the
same grade and have the
same language

List the purposes of the LPAC?

List the purposes of the LPAC?
Hint: There are 5 purposes

1.
2.
3.
4.

identification
placement
parental approval
annual review and
assessment
5. exiting and monitoring

Explain the purpose of the HLS.
Explain the purpose of the HLS.

How many days does the LPAC have to
identify and place a student?

initiates testing to identify if a student
has a need for a ESL / BIL program

How many days does the LPAC have to
identify and place a student?
20 days

FALSE
True of False
Testing of students with more than
English language on their HLS requires
all students to take an OLPT and RPTE.

Testing of students with more than
English language on their HLS requires:
OLPT- for all students
RPTE- for 2nd thru 12th grade

Answer true or false for each one.

Required LPAC documentation for
an EL’s folder:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Identification
Designation of Student Proficiency Level
Recommendation of Placement
Parent Approval
Dates of entry, placement, or denial
Assessments/Interventions (Accommodations)
Date of Exit
Results of monitoring

All are True

Required LPAC documentation for
an EL’s folder:









Identification
Designation of Student Proficiency Level
Recommendation of Placement
Parent Approval
Dates of entry, placement, or denial
Assessments/Interventions (Accommodations)
Date of Exit
Results of monitoring

What meetings are required by LPAC?
• initial LPAC enrollment - within the student’s
first 20 school days

What meetings are required by LPAC?

Hint: List 4

• LPAC convenes in the spring to determine the
appropriate LPAC assessment options for ELs
before the administration of the state test.
• At the end of the year for LPAC annual review and
placement decisions, which may include the use
of linguistic accommodations, as appropriate
• As needed to discuss student progress

Answer true or false for each one.

All are True

 Parent denials participate in
TELPAS Testing

• Parent denials participate in
TELPAS Testing

 Parent denials are not afforded ESL
accommodations in instruction and
assessment.

• Parent denials are not afforded
ESL accommodations in instruction
and assessment.

Explain how a student
can be considered for exit / reclassification.
A student may only be considered for
exit/reclassification based on the following criteria:

Explain how a student
can be considered for
exit / reclassification.

•
•
•

proficiency in oral English language
RPTE at or above the 40th percentile in both
the reading and language arts sections
consideration of a subjective teacher evaluation

Cant exit students in pre-k and kindergarten
An annual review is conducted for all students to
assess and document progress.

The Summer School Program for ESL
students in which grades?

The Summer School Program for ESL
students in which grades?
ELs eligible for kindergarten and grade 1

Who is not eligible to attend?
Who is not eligible to attend?

Why is technology a good tool
to use to instruct EL’s?

Parent denials are not eligible for the EL
summer school program.

Why is technology a good tool
to use to instruct EL’s?
It is safe and self-paced

Beach
Ball
Review
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